LIFE CYCLE OF A PEA
Seeds
The life cycle of a pea
plant begins with a seed.
Seeds need four things to
grow: oxygen, moisture,
sunlight, and the right
temperature. When the
proper conditions are met
for the seed, it will
begin to sprout. The roots
push their way through the
seed coating and begin
growing into the soil.
This processis called
germination.
A young plant called a
seedling will then poke
its way out of the ground
and start growing towards
the sunlight. The seedling
gets many of the nutrients
it needs to grow from the
soil through its roots and
from the sun.

Adult Plant
These nutrients that the seedling gets from the sun helps the
seedlings grow into a mature plant. The mature plant produces
flowers. The flower is the part of a plant needed for reproduction (making seeds!!!). It is made up of many different parts.
Pollination
The process of getting the pollen from one plant to another is
called pollination. Pollen may be carried by the wind, but it
isoften transported from one flower to another by insects and
even by some types of bats!
Bees, butterflies, and other insects are attracted to flowers
becuase of the colorful petals. The insects drink the nectar (a
sweetliquid) that flowering plants produce. While the insect
crawls around the plant drinking the nectar, it gets pollen on
its legs and body. When the insect flies to another plant to
drink more nectar, some of the pollen from the first plant is
deposited onto the second plant.
Then, the plant’s flowers produce a fruit that are or contain
seeds which are then dispersed by wind, water, or animals, and
the whole process begins again.

1. Today we are going to be making
a pea shoot forest and planting
out peas to grow into pea pods.
2. Step one is to make our pea
pods.
3. Select 5 peas seed from your
pack.
4. Fill your wee plant pot with
compost and make a small hole with
your finger. Drop in your seeds,
cover with soil and water.
5. Then place your pot on a window
sill inside and wait for your
shoot to grow.
6. When the seed grows into a
shoot and finally into a pea plant
it will need something to climb
up. When it grows to this height
use a stick from the garden to
support it.
7. If the peas roots start to grow
out from the bottom of the fibre
plant pot, the pea plant will
either need to be planted outside
or will need to be transferred
into a larger pot. You can make a
pot from a large yoghurt pot/ milk
bottle cutting small holes in the
bottom and filling with soil.

5. Start by cutting the top out
of your milk/ juice carton
6. Fill your carton with soil and
scatter many pea seeds all along
it
7. Spread more soil over the
seeds and add water.
8. Don’t forget to label your pea
seeds with your lollipop sticks.
9. When the pea shoots grow between 10-15cm tall they will be
ready to harvest!
10. Eat however you like &
enjoy!!!

1. Pea shoots are the leaves of pea
plants that can be harvested instead
of growing of growing peas into pea
pods.
2. Pea shoots are sweet and crisp
and taste like peas- but they look
more like salad.
3. You can east them like salad on
the top of a burger or a bap.
4.To grow pea shoots you will need:
-scissors
-an old milk or juice carton
-your compost
-pea seeds & water

